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On Lorentz Invariant Distributions
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Abstract, rc-point Lorentz invariant tempered distributions with the supports
for one-point only in V% are described.

1. Introduction

Lorentz invariant one-point distributions were extensively investigated by
P.-D. Methee [1-2]. rc-point Lorentz invariant tempered distributions with
supports for one-point only in V% were studied by K. Hepp [3]. In this case the
problem of the description of Lorentz invariant distributions is equivalent to the
description of the rotation invariant tempered distributions of n three-vectors.
For H= 1,2 this problem was solved [3]. Rotation invariant distributions and the
Lorentz invariant distributions were represented as distributions on the space of
the SO(3)-invariants and conformably on the space of the L+ -invariants. In
trying to generalize Hepp's results to n > 2 one encounters the difficulty that the
space of the L\ -invariants (and the SO(3)-invariants) is an algebraic variety with
singularities, on which no reasonable spaces of testing functions have yet been
defined [3].

In present paper SO(3)-harmonic analysis on the space S'(R3) is studied.
Taking advantage of this analysis it is possible to describe the rotation invariant
tempered distributions. As stated above the Lorentz invariant tempered distribu-
tions with supports in V\ x R4n were connected with the rotation invariant
distributions. Hence we obtain the description of the Lorentz invariant distribu-
tions belonging to the space S\Vl x R4n).

The plan of this paper is as follows: Section 2 contains SO(3)-harmonic
analysis on Sf(R3); in Section 3 rotation invariant tempered_distributions were
studied. The Lorentz invariant distributions belonging to S'(V% x R4n) are under
consideration in Section 4.
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2. Spherical Harmonics

We shall consider first the spherical harmonics Yίm(Θ, φ), i.e. the eigenvectors of
the spherical part of the three-dimensional Lapalace operator. The spherical
harmonics Ylm and the associated Legendre functions P™ are related by ([4],
p. 24).

1/2

P™(cos#)exp/mφ. (2.1)
4π(/ + m)!

We define the harmonic polynomial Ylm{x\ xeR3 as

where r, 6), φ are the spherical coordinates of x.
With the distribution f(x)eS'(R3) and the harmonic polynomial Yim(x) we

relate the linear functional flm{t) on the space S(R + )

(fiJt), φ(t))=(/«, r ί m (χMM 2 )) (2.2)

The function Ylm{x)φ(\x\2)e S(R% and the relation (2.2) is well defined. We call
fιm(t) the spherical harmonic of the distribution/(x).Itisevidentthat/w(ί)GiS/(.R+).
For further purposes we need to know how the continuity oϊ flm(t) depends on /.
Let us estimate the seminorm || Yιm(x)φ(\x\2)\\n,ic II ll«,fc ^s a usual seminorm on the
space S(R3)

where Sfk=
Recursion relations for the associated Legendre functions P?(x) ([4], pp. 23-24)

are combined for finding the relations for derivatives of Ylm(x)φ(\x\2)

(d/dxι+id/ex2)Ylm(x)φ(\x\2)

= -2almYι+Um+1(x)φ\\x\2) + aι_u_m_1Yι_Um+ί(x)Φι(x)

d/dx3(Ylm(x)φ(\x\2))

=2i8ι + l i M y i + l i m (χ)φ / ( |χ | 2 )+/ί t o l r I - l i m (χ)φ ί (χ)

(δ/dxί-id/dx2)Ylm(x)φ(\x\2)

where the coefficients

oclm = [(/ + w +1)(/ + m

Combining the equations (2.3) and the inequality

\Ylm(x)\<(2l+l)1/2\x\ι
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we obtain the estimate

| |F, m (xMM 2 ) | | n ,,
^ y~-f / r\ 7 , -ί \ I t j -4- 1 Mil ί1} / <*\ A\

"^^ • I / i I I i l l T T ^ I C l " V I / T \ 1 1 ^ ' 1 / / I I

where constant C depends on n and /c, and the seminorm

(here (/ —fc)+ =max(7 — k, 0)) is a usual seminorm on the space S(R + ).
The application of the inequality (2.4) to the distribution f(x) gives the

continuity of the spherical harmonics fϊm(t).
Let S(R+ x SO(3)) be the space of the sequences {φlm(ή} (/ = 0,1, ...;m =

— /,..., J) of the infinitely differentiable functions φlm(t) in R+ such that

max(2ί+iri |φ / m (ί) | |^ f e <cx) (2.5)
l,m

for any p, n, q, k. S(R+ x SO(3)) is locally convex topological vector space with the
topology defined by the seminorms that are finite according to (2.5). The inequality
(2.4) gives us {flm(t)}eS'(R+ x SO(3)).

Let the spherical harmonics flm be given. We shall consider the problem of the
distribution f(x) reconstruction.

Let the function g(x)eS(R3). We rewrite it in spherical coordinates: g(r,θ,φ)~
g(r sinθ cosφ, r sinΘsinφ, r cosΘ). We define the function gιm(r) as follows:

glm(r)=ldΩΫlm(Ω)g(r,Ω). (2.6)
s2

It is easy to see that g^ήeSiR1) for any /, m. (We allow a negative r) We shall
study the properties of glm{r).

If follows from (2.6) that glm(0) = Q for l>0. Let us introduce the differential
operators

d1=(Sπβ)ll2(d/dx1-ίd/dx2)

do = (4π/3γί2d/dx3

d_! = - {%nβ)ll2{dldx1 + id/dx2).

We may use the spherical harmonics Ylm for computing the derivative of g(r, Ω)

(dg/dή(r9Ω)= Σ Yίm(Ω)dmg(r,Ω).
m = - 1

In virtue of (2.6) this implies

(dkglm/drk)(0)= J dΩΫlm(Ω)( Σ Yin(Ω)dn) g(0).
S2 \ / i = - l /

Thus the problem of computing g\®(0) is reduced to that of computing the integrals
over the product of the spherical harmonics Ylm(Ω). These integrals equal zero, if
the resultant angular momentum of the addition of the angular momentum I and k
angular momenta 1 isn't zero [4].
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Hence

(dkglm/drk)(0) = 0 fc = 0 , . . . , / - l . (2.7)

Now we show that function gim(r) has the definite parity. On taking into account
the relation (2.6) and

Ylm(π-Θ,φ-π) = (-l)ιYlm(Θ,φ)

we find

glm(-r) = (-iyglm(r). (2.8)

In view of (2.7) and (2.8) the even function r~ιglm(r)eS(R1). Thus there exists the
function glm(t)eS(R+) such that

(see, for example, [5]). We call glm(t) the spherical harmonic of the function g(x).
We shall prove that for g(x)eS(R3) the sequence {glm(ή}eS(R + x SO(3)). We
must show that any seminorm (2.5) is finite on {gim(t)}. First we consider the factor
(21 + \)p in (2.5). The spherical harmonic Ylm is the eigen function of the spherical
part AΩ of the Laplace operator A with the eigenvalue —1(1 +1) ([4], p. 21). Hence

(21 + lfvgim(t) = Γι'2 I dΩΫlm(Ω)(l-4AΩγg(t1/\ Ω). (2.9)
s2

However the function (l — 4AΩ)pg(r, Ω) is the function

ί = l

?3\in spherical coordinates. It is clear that g{p)(x)eS(R3). Thus we have

{2l+\)2"glm(t) = gmjt). (2.10)

Let us estimate now the seminorm \\gιm\\n

('lk- First note that

= (td/dt-(n-ί))t"-1(dk~1f/dtk-1)(t).

This implies for I^t2q + k

\\9,m(t)V!U
ι-k-2%m(r2)\\n+qtS. (2.11)

We wrote the result in terms of the coordinate r, r2 = t. The seminorm || ||w q is
usual seminorm on the space S(R1)

Similarly for l<2q + k

k

y max W-Hldrf-^'2 glm{r2)\\n+q,s. (2.12)
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Using (2.7), (2.11) and the formula for the Taylor remainder terms we have for
k

(t)Liϊ)

q,kύC(2l + ly max \\g(x)\\n+qt8 (2.13)
\s\^3q + k

where constant C depends on q and k only. It is a simple matter to extend this
estimate to l<2q + k by using (2.8) and (2.12). In order to prove {g lm(t)}e S(R + x
SO(3)) it is sufficient now to use (2.10) and the estimate (2.13) for the function
9(p+q)(x)' Whence

^ J q ) \ \ n + q,s (2.14)

and consequently {glm(t)}eS(R + x SO(3)). In particular this implies that for the
sequence {fϊm{t)} of the spherical harmonics of the distribution f(x)eS'(R3) the
expansion

ZJ (firm 9lm)
l,m

is convergent. We prove it converge to (/(x), g(x)). Note that the series

Σ Yim(χ)gim(M2) (2.15)
l,m

absolutely converge to g(x) at every point [6]. In view of (2.4) and (2.14) it con-
verges to g(x) in the topology of S(R3). By definition (2.2) of the spherical harmonic
fiJt) of the distribution f(x) we have

gιΛt)). (2.16)

Summing up:

Theorem l.The relation

(f(x\ g(x))= X (/Im(ί), Γ1'2 f dΩΫlm(Ω)g(tV\ Ω)) (2.17)
l,m S2

implies the isomorphism between two topological spaces: S'(R3) and S'(R+ x SO(3)).

In Section 3 we consider the rotation invariant distributions from the space
S'{R3n).

3. Rotation Invariant Distributions

Let the distribution f(xu...,xn)eS'(R3n). Its spherical harmonics fιίmί...ιnmn(ti,
..., tn) are defined in the similar way to the spherical harmonics of the^ distribution
/(x)eS'(R3). The sequence {/Zimi.../nmJ belongs to the space S\{R+ x SO(3)f).
The proof of this is exactly analogous and can be omitted. The distribution / and
its spherical harmonics are related by
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where <Pimi...inmn(t1, ••-,tn) is w-dimensional spherical harmonics of the function

φ(xu...,xn)eS(R3")

φlm = Γ1

ι^...t-1^ J dnΩΫlmι{Ωι)...Ϋlnmn{Ωn)φ. (3.2)

Let us study how the spherical harmonics of the distribution / vary under the
rotation weSO(3). Applying (3.1) for the function φu = φ(uxί, ...,uxn) we get

(/>«)= Σ m&)--.D{kZlMflrn,<Plk) (3.3)
l,m,k

where the matrice Dĵ (w) represents the rotation u in the (2/+l)-dimensional
irreducible representation of the group SO(3). Unitary matrice D^(u) continuously
depends on u. This implies that the series (3.3) is integrable with respect to du,
where du is the invariant normalized Haar measure of SO(3). In virtue of (3.3) we
get for the rotation invariant distribution f{xl9..., xn)

ί duD^{u)..MiM' ( 3 4 )
l,m,k SO(3)

Thus the problem of the description any rotation invariant tempered distribu-
tion is reduced to that of computing the integral over the product of n D's. In
order to compute this integral we note that the product of two D's may be expressed
in terms of one D function by using the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients
(l1m1l2

m2^j2Jm) ([4], (4.3.1)) and the integral over the product of three D's equals
the product of two 3—j symbols of Wigner ([4], (4.6.2))

\m1 m2 m3

Then

J
SO(3)

where the generalized Wigner's symbol1

( 7 7

Jn — 3 ^n — 1 N

Pn-3 mn-l mn,

Let us consider the properties of the generalized Wigner's symbols. The
properties of the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients may be used to obtain the invariance
property and the ortogonal property of the generalized Wigner's symbols stating
from the definition (3.6).These generalized Wigner's symbols differ in factors only from those introduced in [7].
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We have

ι '' n I 1 * " n I Π 7 )

mί...mjj\m1...mjr

where (5(/1.../ / 1,j1...;π_3) = l if the natural numbers / l 5 . . . , / π ; j 1 ? ...Jn-3 satisfy the

polygonal condition,and is zero otherwise. The polygonal condition for Z l 5 . . . , Zn;

71 ? . . . , Λ J - 3 is as follows: one can construct the polygon such that Zl5 ...,/„ cor-

respond to the lengths of sides and j 1 ? . . . , j n _ 3 correspond to the lengths of the

diagonals which get going at the vertex where sides lx and ln intersect. By Pn we

denote the set of Z l 5 . . . , ln; j u . . . ,7 W _ 3 satisfying the polygonal condition.

The invariance property (3.7) and the ortogonal property (3.8) of the generalized

Wigner's symbols are analogous to those of the 3—j symbols of Wigner ([4],

(4.3.3), (3.7.8)). In view of (3.8) the generalized Wigner's symbol

equals zero if (lu ..., ln;ju . . . , ;„_ 3 ) φ Pn.

Let us return now to the rotation invariant distributions. Let p = (Zl5 ...5ZΠ;

j ί 9 . . .,jn-3)e Pn. We define the invariant harmonic of the distribution f(xl9..., xn)e

S'(R3n) by

C Γ M /Jίi,-.,tJ (3.9)

where / ί l W l.../„„,„ are the spherical harmonics of/.

Similarly for φeS(R3n)

I ^ M ( i i , . . . , i J - (3.10)
ml" mn/jί...jn-3

In virtue of (3.5) the relation (3.4) implies

It follows from the invariance property (3.7) that any term in the sum (3.11) is a

rotation invariant distribution from S'(R3n).

Let us express the invariant harmonics fp and φp in terms of / and φ. We

relate p = (l1, ...,lnlji> •-Jn-3)ePn t° the invariant spherical harmonic

It corresponds to the invariant polynomial
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By definition of the spherical harmonics of / we get

(f (t\ Ψ(t\\ — (f(Ύ Ύ \ Y (Ύ Ύ \Ψ(\Ύ I2 v I2V! Π 1 ?Ί
\ J p \ l h ψ \ 1 ) ) — U \ X V •••> X n h ϊ p \ X V •••> X n ) Ύ \ \ X l \ >•-•> X n \ )) W Λ Z )

for every ΨeS(R\).
Similarly

S2xn

Let S(Rn

+Pn) be the space of the sequences {Ψp} (p = (/ l5J.., ln'Ji, ...Jn-3)ePn)
of the infinitely differentiable functions Ψp(tu ..., tn) in R\ such that for any
k, m, q, s.

( v \k

pePn\ ί=l I

where the seminorm | |*P(i)| |m j

(^ s equals

ί i _ s ) + / 2 ( i n _ s ) + / 2 / "
i tn

 n N- + X ti

S(Rn

+Pn) is locally convex topological vector space with the topology defined by
the seminorms that are finite according to (3.14).

It is easy to see from the ortogonal property (3.8) that a modulus of any
generalized Wigner's symbol is less than one. This implies {φp}eS(Rn

+Pn) and
{fp}eS'{Rn+Pn) in virtue of (3.10) and (3.9). Inversely any sequence {fp}eS'(Rn+ Pn)
defines a rotation invariant distribution from S;(R3") by (3.11). More precisely
we have

Theorem 2. The relation

(f,ψ)= Σ (/p>ίΓIl/2"Λ~In/2 ί d"ΩΫp(Ω)φ) (3.11)
pePn S 2 x n

implies the topological isomorphism between the space of SO(3)-invariant tempered
distributions from S'(R3n) and the space S'{Rn

+Pn).

For n=ί the set Pn is one point / = 0 (the only connected polygon). Thus the
Theorem 2 coincides in this case with the well-known theorem on rotation
invariant distributions from S'(R3) [5].

Note that a rotation invariant polynomial Yp(xu . . . ,*J may be represented
as a polynomial of the scalar products (xί? x3) [8]. Thus the sequence of the invariant
harmonics {fp} defined by (3.12) is probably a way to define a distribution on the
variety of the SO(3)-invariants.

4. Lorentz Invariant Distributions

In this section we shall consider the Lorentz invariant tempered distributions
with the supports in Vμ

+ xR4n, where Kίf = {p\po^}/\p\2 + μ2}.
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Let R{£2) be the interval μ2^t<oo. K. Hepp proved that the subspace of L\-
invariant distributions from S'{V% x R4n) is topologically isomorphic to the
subspace of the distributions from Sf(R{f] xRnx R3n) which are SO(3)-invariant
in the last variables [3]. We shall describe this isomorphism.

For any ye V+ let L(y) be the Lorentz transformation corresponding to the
SL(2, C) (σt: Pauli matrices)

)=My,y)1J2((y,y)ί/2 + y0)]" 1/2{((y, y)1'2 + yo)σo + yσ}. (4.1)

It is convenient to define S{V% xR4n) as the quotient space of S(Vv

+xR4n)
(0<v<μ) by the subspace of those functions which are zero on V% xR4n. Any
function φeS(V\ x R4n) are related to the function Mφ(t0,..., tn, x l 5 ...,xn)e

S(R{:2)xRnxR3n) by

Mφ = \dyδ({y, y)- to)φ(y, L(y)(tu x x),..., L(y)(tn, xn)). (4.2)

The mapping M implies the_above mentioned isomorphism. More precisely
for any Lorentz invariant FeS'(V^ x R4n) there exists a rotation invariant/(ί, x)e
S'(R(f] xRnx R3n) such that

(F,φ) = (/(ί,x),M 9(ί,x)). (4.3)

Let us use the SO(3)-Fourier transform of /(£, x) in the variables x1 ? ...,_xn.
The invariant harmonics fp(t0,..., tn, tn+1?..., t2n)eS'(R{%2) xRnx R\) are

defined in exactly the same way as for the distributions from S'(R3n). Let the
function ΨeSiR^ xRnx Rn

+). We have

(fP> Ψ) = (f(t, x), Yp(x)Ψ(t0,..., tn9 \x,\2,..., W 2 ) ) . (4.4)

The space S(R{£2) xRnx Rn

+Pn) may be defined in the similar way to the space
S(Rn

+Pn); for a sequence {φp(t0, ..., tn9tn+ί, ...,t2n)} an index pePn is related to
the variables tn + 1, ...,t2n only.

It is clear that the sequence {fp}eS'(R{f)xRnxRn

+Pn). The distribution

f(t, x) and the sequence {fp} of its invariant harmonics are connected by the
relation which is analogous to (3.11). Substituting in this relation the invariant
harmonics

Mpφ = Γn

ιϊl..Γ2y f dnΩΫp(Ω)Mφ (4.5)
S2xn

of the function Mφ we obtain (F, φ) in virtue of (4.3).
In summary:

Proposition ί.The retatίon

(F9φ)= Σ (fP>Mpφ) (4.6)
pεPn

implies the topologίcal isomorphism between the space of L+-invariant tempered
distributions from S\Vμ

+ x R4n) and the space S'{R{f] xRnx R\ Pn).

It is anticipated that our isomorphism (4.6) can be extended to more general
case.
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